We consider one-loop radiative corrections from Lorentz-and CPT-violating extended QED to address the specific problem of finding explicitly an effective action describing amplitude of photon triple splitting. We show that it is not possible to find a nonzero photon triple splitting effective action, at least by using the derivative expansion method (at zero external momenta), up to leading order in the Lorentz-and CPT-violating parameter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of the present work is to discuss the one-loop radiative corrections from Lorentz-and CPTviolating extended QED to investigate the induction of a nonzero amplitude for vacuum photon splitting [1] by using the derivative expansion of fermion determinants. We will address the specific problem of finding explicitly an effective action describing amplitude of photon triple splitting. In this case, we search for the possibility of generating quantum radiatively a nonzero term responsible for this splitting even though it is not present in the bare Lagrangian. We will follow the same lines of inducing Chern-Simons-like actions -strongly constrained through several measurements such as astrophysical birefringence, Schumann resonances and CMB polarization [2, 3] .
The induction of a photon triple splitting term is an important result in the study of the Lorentz symmetry violation initiated in [1], though an effective action was not found there. As far as we know this is still an open problem that justifies an investigation of this issue by some well-known method. We shall consider the derivative expansion method in the present study. The aforementioned term may naturally emerge as a perturbative correction in Lorentz-and CPT-violating extended QED theory suggested in [4] . Let us now focus only on one part of such extension by considering the QED extended with an axial vector term
where M b ≡ m + b /γ 5 with m being the single mass of the fermion field and b µ a constant four-vector that controls the Lorentz-and CPT violation in the fermion sector. To calculate the CPT-odd effective action for photon triple splitting, we shall integrate out the massive fermion field in the functional integral as discussed below.
II. THE EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR PHOTON TRIPLE SPLITTING
We can integrate out the fermion field ψ in the functional integral to obtain the effective action for the gauge field A µ (x) that reads [5] 
Here the symbol Tr stands for the trace over Dirac matrices, trace over the internal space as well as for the integrations in momentum and coordinate spaces. The first nondynamical determinant factor has been absorbed into normalization of the path integral such that
with
Let us now consider the first four terms of the power expanded logarithm in Eq.(4) to write
where
In the expansion (5) one can recognize the first term as a tadpole, the second is known to induce the Chern-Simons-like term, the third term does not contribute and finally the fourth term is the one that will search for an induced photon triple splitting term in the effective action. All of these terms are one-loop contributions. In the following we shall focus only on the fourth term. The effective action for photon triple splitting can be obtained from the following contribution
Now applying the main property of derivative expansion method, we observe that any function of momentum can be converted into a coordinate dependent quantity as [6] A
The parenthesis on the right hand side merely emphasizes that the derivatives act only on A(x). In this case, the photon triple splitting contribution action will become
By using the following expansion
up to first order in the derivative and the cyclic properties of the trace of the product of matrices, we rewrite the expression (9) in the form
where the symbol tr denotes the trace of the product of the gamma matrices.
III. MASSIVE FERMION PROPAGATOR
In the massive theory, the exact fermion propagator may be read off directly from the bare Lagrangian density and is given in (6) . We may rationalize such propagator to obtain [7] [8] [9] 
This form of the propagator represents one of the ways in which the presence of b will affect the photon splitting effect. However, the direct application of this exact form into the expression (11) is quite involved, so that we expand the expression (11) as a power series in b, an approximation developed in [5] , i.e., we expand the exact fermion propagator G 
Let us now use the above expansion into expression (11) and thereafter, we can compute the trace of gamma matrices to isolate the effective action as follows 
where Π µλναβ a , Π µλναβ b
